
Presenting on the 'O' Antiphons just before Christmas brought my attention to

the title Radix  (Root of Jesse), a word that shares etymology with the notion of

being 'radical'. I sense that this new year is calling us to get in touch with

radical hope, as we journey into the uncertainties of 2021. The threshold of

every new year holds within it uncertainties, yet great potential,. surprises and

many blessings, challenges and successes and while we affirm that 2020 was a

year like no other, lets hope that 2021 will also be a year like no other! 

January is named after the Roman god Janus who was considered the

doorkeeper between that past and the future. This January, let us go through

the doorway of ,2021 with radical hope.

A radical hope that 'all shall be well', 

That we will each recall and apply the wisdom revealed in 2020

That our 'new normal' will be rooted, find its radix, is soul values

That our hearts will be filled with a radical hope for a positive transformation

within each of us and in our world.

As the light  increases with each passing day, may we be sure to orientate

ourselves towards the dawn with our arms extended and join with our

ancestors in a radical gesture of hope!      Carmel 
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Courageous Compassion

As we move through the portal into 2021, now is not the time for striving, or for grand, elaborate, New Year

resolutions. Now more than ever is a good time for courage and compassion. Research suggests that compassion-

based practices can act as a buffer against the harmful effects of fear, stress and trauma, thus creating a sense of

safety and well-being.

As Carmel notes in her reflection, we can gift the world with hope and I believe that by embracing courageous

compassion as a way of being, we can nurture healing and hope in these challenging times. Compassion is balm for

our wounded world. It is only when our hearts are broken open and we move through the portal of unknowing, that,

the potential for healing can seep through.  Compassion is our essence and its’s voice is tender and brave, its

message is kindness and understanding. 

Courageous compassion challenges us to new ways of living, knowing and relating with all of life as we open to our

own and others pain and joy.  Mathew Fox, spiritual theologian, reminds us that our hope for survival rests in

“revisioning the entire fabric of society, using compassion as the touchstone for creating a spiritually centred

ecofeminism that can nurture a society that values justice,sharing, creativity, and stewardship of the earth” (1979).

As we venture into 2021, perhaps a commitment to courageous compassion may be a resolution worth

keeping this year.        Geraldine



It was in Advent of 1995 that we held our first official programme at our home,which we then called An Croí. Since

those days we have adjusted the addendum to the title of 'An Croí' several times as we refined and responded  to

the changing landscape around us. Whether we tagged 'institute', 'holistic', 'spiritual' or 'retreat' centre after An Croí',

the metaphor of 'the heart',  has remained at  our core and growing in wisdom from a psycho-spiritual perspectives

has been our guiding principle.

Our plans to mark our twenty-fifth anniversary have had to be adjusted and we still have 'radical hope' for some

celebratory moments that we can share with you in 2021. As we begin this new year we celebrate that we are still

here! We are so grateful that we have managed to adapt to new technology that assists the continuation of our

work both one to one and with groups. The dreaded zoom became our best friend and because of it we could

continue to offer programmes and even manage to continue with the kind of quality presence that I feel has

characterised An Croí over the years. The hospitality of the cuppa, lunches and our unique learning  environment

has been creatively replaced with an equally hospital, warm and effective learning space in our zoom room. The

deep work continues, as participants engage at surprising depth, almost forgetting the computer that sits between

us. No matter how things might unfold in the coming months, we see ourselves continuing with this medium and

offering a blended learning experience. As many of you know we have decided to sell our property in Tullyallen, but

we plan to continue to rent to 'Celtic Spirit' space for now, in the hopes of being able to return to face to face

meetings once it is safe for us to do so. Covid 19 has surely thrown us a curve ball but there is no denying that it has

brought many blessings too.

Our two key training programmes in spiritual guidance and supervision have continued with success. Outgoing

graduates are finding their own unique paths to professional practice and ministry while incoming groups for both

programmes are filled with extraordinary women and men who fill us with gratitude once again for the privilege of

the transformative work we have been called to facilitate.

Some additional new offerings have also proved successful. The revamping of the 'Living with Soul' programme,

which we ran last term, proved very worthwhile for participants who are eager to find out what we might follow up

with. I was busy with retreats that included 'Singing my Soul', 'Listen my Heart' and also the forthcoming, ' A Mystic

Soul Sings!' Geraldine has presented at conferences, facilitated CPD workshops and SoulCollage workshops which

she truly loves. 

Wisdom Learning Community

Celebrating 25yrs has provided an opportunity to recall the many participants in the various programmes over the

years. This year more than ever and probably because of Facebook posts I became very aware of the gift that our

graduates have been for our world. Many are working away quietly healing hearts through either supervision or spiritual

guidance. Others are more visible on Facebook and some graduates have combined their gifts together by offering

workshops and retreats together. So a heartfelt congratulations to everyone and be confident that your gifts are

needed in the world more than ever.

So let us journey into 2021 with the kind of radical hope and courageous compassion mentioned earlier.



As I write these words on Nollaig na mBan I connect with all the

inspirational women who have gone before us and with deep

gratitude honour their spirit, courage and faith.

An Croí Beguine Option remembers and honours a women's spiritual

movement in the middle ages. These women lived contemplative

lives, they were courageous in ministry and radical in prayer and

they supported one another in intentional communities.

For almost three years now, a group of eighteen women have

gathered at An Croí every month and for the past few months on

zoom, in the spirit of these women. Most of the An Croí Beguines are

An Croí graduates who feel drawn to develop a contemplative

rhythm of prayer, silence, study and service, supported within an

intentional community.  

It wasn't long before 'An Croí men' began to question how they

could become a part of this new movement and so the Beghards

were born last year. This was the name given to the male

counterparts of the beguines.

Just before Christmas we have initiated a second group of women

who interested in exploring the revisioning of the beguines for the

21st century. One of the gifts of zoom is that these women are drawn

from across the miles. We have some of our american graduates

joining this group and another from Columbia. So a quiet movement

is growing from the heart of An Croí. 

If you feel drawn to connecting and journeying with a supportive,

diverse community of women and men. If you feel drawn to a

rhythm of silence, solitude, study and service. If you are interested

please let us know.

 

 An Croí Beguines Option

All of Me  

My mind, My strength

My perception, My observations.

Sharp, direct, precise.

No room for error.

Clarity negates mess,

Precision negates misunderstanding.

To understand is to know.

 

And yet something calls,

My body, my heart, my soul,

Not willing to be controlled anymore

Not willing to accept understanding as the golden calf.

The whisper of greater gifts

More wisdom than knowledge 

and understanding combined together.

 

They invite me to their home

as I get to know their many voices

Softer than expected

More choice

There is a lawlessness here that grows life.

by Kathleen Keaney

 



At the end 

of the day

All you need

 is hope and

strength

Hope that

 it will get better 

Strength to 

hold on until it

does.

 

A story from the heart
The Chef, the Singer and the Sunbeam

During the recent lockdown I imagine that many people might have  experienced a

desire to declutter, reorganise, shape-up, face some of those tasks always put on the long

finger! Well, I certainly did, so I decided to tackle it head-on!!! It was time to face

the inevitable!!  I have always been a collector (sounds better than a hoarder!!) of old

things; unusual items picked up in antique shops, charity shops etc over the years. I often

would have imagined the story behind the item, what its previous life had been like, how

it came into my care, -and where it might end up!!  So I finally grasped the nettle and

decided it’s time to move things on!! So I decided to put some of my “random and

miscellaneous collection” up for sale on a well known online  platform.  Yes, maybe it was

finally time to say goodbye to the Chef, the Singer and the Sunbeam!!  How on earth

could you do such a thing  you might ask; they sound more like friends??  Well, let me

explain!!  The Chef was a very old model of the Kenwood Chef food mixer, --like what

you would have seen in a Domestic -Science classroom in the 1970s!! The Singer was a

very old model of Singer sewing machine, a bit rusted and seized up, but with beautiful  

 decoration on its still shiny (in places!) black metal body. The Sunbeam was also a food

mixer, but from an even earlier era. These might have seemed to be insignificant pieces

of useless junk-, but that’s where the twist comes into this story; we all know that

someone else’s junk is another person’s treasure!!  And in the grand scale of things I also

must mention that I also had two old kitchen weighing -scales for sale as well!!   It was

the response to my adverts which really astounded, -and intrigued me!

A lady phoned about the Kenwood Chef, so anxious to get it for spare parts for her own

reliable machine which had churned out cakes, treats and delicious delicacies for every

family occasion; it was her lifetime ally. She mentioned that even as we spoke she had

the ingredients for her Christmas puddings blissfully soaking in the best of alcohol

overnight!  So when we met the next day for the handover of the Chef, it was like she was

welcoming home a long lost member of her family to be treasured into the future.

                                     

 The reply to the Singer sewing machine advert was similarly enthusiastic! A man

phoned saying he wanted it under any circumstances!  He was fascinated with how old

machines worked, and hoped to lovingly restore it to its former glory. When this was

achieved, he dreamed of bringing it into the Primary school where he was teaching to

show students the simplicity of life in bygone years, when clothing was all hand-made,

not mass produced, and it took the skill of a mother or granny or the local seamstress or

tailor to bedeck people in good quality yet practical clothing, with material usually

locally sourced, but using a great degrees of skill and creativity.  The clothes made by this

Singer sewing machine in bygone years were not going to be discarded when the next

new whim of fashion arrived into the shops. No, this machine would adjust, alter, repair

and refashion coats and trousers and dresses for the next member of the family as they

grew into the right size—or as the older brother or sister has outgrown it; it would

certainly have a new life of some shape or form,-maybe even ending up as some type of

patchwork quilt on a bed.  What amazed me was the type of questions this man asked

about the former life of the Singer; who would have owned it, what it was its story. In the

retelling of how my mother made all our clothes when we were children, with a skill she

had picked up in her teens from her young aunt only a few years older than her, I

explained  that this sewing machine held the memories and creative genius of the many

hands which had threaded it over its lifetime.

                                               

By HELENA FOX



We can't heal

the world

today 

but we can

begin

with a voice of

compassion, a

heart of love,

an act of

kindness.

 

Mary Davis

A story from the heart continued..
 Then came the most unusual phone call of all!!  “You have some stuff advertised for

sale??” When I queried what exact “stuff” he referred to, the man mentioned the

weighing scales and a mixer!!  Then he enthusiastically told me he was starting a new

bakery right in the middle of town, right in the middle of lockdown! He has seen the

photo of the Sunbeam food mixer, and the two vintage weighing scales and he wanted

to use them in the window display for his new bakery!  His enthusiasm was so contagious

that it sent me scurrying around to pick up anything else I had which might enhance his

window display for the grand opening of his new bakery!

Later that same day when I met him at his new embryonic premises, to hand over the

various artefacts, I could definitely sense his excitement and enthusiasm for his new

project: it certainly was contagious! I could almost taste the first bite of fresh bread

which will emerge from these new ovens over the coming weeks! 

                                                    

What a wonderful experience during the all the gloom and doom of these Corona times,

to encounter and be in the presence of people who have  vision, enthusiasm, hope, and

such positive attitudes. But people who also revered and respected  the connection with

bygone days, these various  items  with their own unique stories,  people who

appreciated their innate  value  during these present times of insatiable consumerism

with the ensuing  mass waste- disposal.

So, on reflection, I am deeply indebted to “the Chef, the Singer, and the Sunbeam”, and of

course to the weighing scales for the balance they restored to my perspective of life!! On

a deeper level, I wonder about the various hands which had used all these utensils in

their former lives.  Who weighed out the ingredients on those weighing scales to feed a

family?? Who designed and made garments on that sewing machine to clothe their

nearest and dearest?  I am curious about the various hands, -gifted, yet focused, always

endeavouring to provide food or clothing for family or loved ones. In my mind’s eye, I

imagine the ones gifted with some talent to provide for others, -or in some way to make

life more beautiful or enriching.  I wonder if the gift dies with the person? Deep down I

believe that in the passing on of the Chef, the Singer and the Sunbeam the memories of

those people are in some way honoured, and maybe the spirit o those artisans will

imbue these items into the future which has yet to unravel. These are indeed God-given

gifts which live on every time we think of those gifted people we have known in our lives;

parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, people unnamed to us.    

Such gifts also shine all the brighter when we recognise and affirm these gifts in the

people around us at this present time. When we acknowledge that gifts are God-given,

not earned, it brings us closer to the ultimate Giver of Gifts, in a spirit of wonder and deep

gratitude. That is what I learned from the Chef, the Singer and the Sunbeam!!

Stories have power. 

They delight, they enchant

touch, teach, recall, inspire,

motivate, challenge.

They help us understand. 

They imprint a picture on our

minds. 

Janet Litherland


